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Although corticothalamic feedback is ubiquitous
across species andmodalities, its role in sensory pro-
cessing is unclear. This study provides a detailed
description of the visual physiology of corticogenicu-
late neurons in the primate. Using electrical stimula-
tion to identify corticogeniculate neurons, we
distinguish three groups of neurons with response
properties that closely resemble those of neurons in
the magnocellular, parvocellular, and koniocellular
layers of their target structure, the lateral geniculate
nucleus (LGN) of the thalamus. Our results indicate
that corticogeniculate feedback in the primate is
stream specific, and provide strong evidence in
support of the view that corticothalamic feedback
can influence the transmission of sensory information
from the thalamus to the cortex in a stream-selective
manner.
INTRODUCTION
Few pathways in the nervous system are as prominent, yet as
poorly understood, as the corticothalamic feedback pathway.
Across sensory systems, corticothalamic feedback completes
a reciprocal loop of information exchange between the thalamus
and cerebral cortex (reviewed in Sherman and Guillery, 2005;
Jones, 2007). Such organization provides the cortex with the
opportunity to dynamically regulate and shape the nature of its
input. Recently, several hypotheses have emerged to describe
the function of corticothalamic feedback in sensory processing.
These include more generalized roles wherein feedback coordi-
nates activity between the cortex and the thalamus (Bal et al.,
2000; Blumenfeld and McCormick, 2000; Destexhe, 2000; Ster-
iade, 2001; Rigas and Castro-Alamancos, 2007), as well as more
specialized roles specific to the tuning properties and receptive
fields of thalamic neurons (Krupa et al., 1999; Jones et al., 2000;
Rivadulla et al., 2002; Webb et al., 2002; Suga and Ma, 2003;
Temereanca and Simons, 2004; Cudeiro and Sillito, 2006; Li
and Ebner, 2007; Nolt et al., 2007). An open and unresolved
question is whether corticothalamic feedback serves these roles
in a manner that is stream specific. This question is of particular
interest given the segregation of feedforward thalamocorticalpathways into parallel processing streams. In order to determine
if corticogeniculate feedback is stream specific, we studied the
physiological properties of identified corticogeniculate neurons
in the visual system of the alert macaque monkey.
Parallel processing streams are especially prominent in the
primate visual system. Feedforward projections from the lateral
geniculate nucleus (LGN) of the thalamus to primary visual cortex
(V1) arise from three distinct classes of neurons—magnocellular,
parvocellular, and koniocellular neurons—that differ in their
retinal inputs, visual response properties, and projection
patterns in V1 (reviewed in Schiller and Logothetis, 1990; Shap-
ley, 1992; Merigan and Maunsell, 1993; Casagrande and Kaas,
1994; Hendry and Reid, 2000; Kaplan, 2004; Callaway, 2005).
Anatomical evidence suggests that feedback projections may
also be organized in a parallel fashion, as separate populations
of corticogeniculate neurons innervate themagnocellular, parvo-
cellular, and possibly even koniocellular layers of the LGN (Lund
et al., 1975; Hendrickson et al., 1978; Conley and Raczkowski,
1990; Fitzpatrick et al., 1994; Ichida and Casagrande, 2002;
see also Usrey and Fitzpatrick, 1996). However, an examination
of the local cortical inputs onto individual neurons in layer 6
of V1—the sole layer to contain corticogeniculate neurons—
reveals a diversity of input patterns, with some neurons receiving
stream-specific input and others receiving mixed input (Briggs
and Callaway, 2001). Given the diversity of input patterns to layer
6 neurons, it is difficult to predict whether corticogeniculate
neurons are aligned into stream-specific classes, functionally
homogeneous, or aligned along some other axis.
Here, we provide a detailed description of the visual physio-
logy of identified corticogeniculate neurons in the primate. By
recording from corticogeniculate neurons in the alert macaque
monkey, we identify three classes of neurons with response
properties that closely resemble those of neurons in the magno-
cellular, parvocellular, and koniocellular layers of the LGN. These
data indicate that corticogeniculate feedback follows the
magnocellular/parvocellular/koniocellular segregation of feed-
forward projections and provide strong support for the hypothe-
sis that corticogeniculate projections exert their influence on the
LGN in a stream-specific manner.
RESULTS
Despite the prominence of their projections, corticogeniculate
neurons in the macaque monkey constitute a small proportionNeuron 62, 135–146, April 16, 2009 ª2009 Elsevier Inc. 135
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population of layer 6 neurons (Hawken et al., 1988; Ringach
et al., 2002). We therefore used a two-step process to identify
them physiologically in the alert animal (see Experimental Proce-
dures). First, cortical neurons that faithfully followed electrical
stimulation to the LGN via the orthodromic or antidromic propa-
gation of spikes were identified. A collision test was then per-
formed to determine whether the recorded neuron provided
feedback projections to the LGN and/or received feedforward
input from the LGN (Harvey, 1978; Tsumoto and Suda, 1980;
Swadlow and Weyand, 1981, 1987; Grieve and Sillito, 1995;
Briggs and Usrey, 2005, 2007). In a collision test, electrical stim-
ulation is triggered by the occurrence of a spontaneous spike in
the recordedneuron. If theneuronhasanaxon thatprojects to the
LGN, then the spontaneous spike traveling toward the LGN will
collide with the electrically evoked antidromic spike and, given
the refractory state of theaxon, theantidromic spikewill not reach
the cortex, as in Figure S1A (available online). On the other hand,
if the cortical neuron receives feedforward input from the LGN,
then the spontaneous spike will not affect the propagation of
the orthodromic spike and the neuron will faithfully follow the
orthodromic spike. These procedures require a close retinotopic
register between the stimulating and recording electrodes.
Accordingly, we could only antidromically activate corticogeni-
culate neurons when their receptive fields were within <2 of
those at the position of the stimulating electrode.
Response Latency and Cell Classification
There was a broad distribution of antidromic activation latencies
across our sample of corticogeniculate neurons, with a peak at
4–6 ms and a tail that extended out toward longer latencies
(Figure 1A; range: 1.4–35.5 ms, mean = 10.3 ± 0.95 ms, n = 78
cells). A subset of corticogeniculate neurons, all with short anti-
dromic latencies (<7 ms), also received feedforward suprathres-
hold input from the LGN (Figure 1A, gray bars, n = 10 cells).
These values, as well as the shape of the latency distribution,
are similar to those recently reported in a study examining the
strength of feedforward input onto corticogeniculate neurons in
the macaque monkey (Briggs and Usrey, 2007).
Forty corticogeniculate neurons were held for sufficient time to
assess their visual response properties. This was accomplished
by recording neuronal responses to drifting sinusoidal gratings
presented to the receptive fields of neurons while animals fixated
on a central spot (see Experimental Procedures for details).
Neurons were classified as simple or complex based on the ratio
of their first harmonic (f1) to mean (f0) response, where simple
cells have an f1 to f0 ratio greater than 1.0 and complex cells
have a ratio less than 1.0 (Skottun et al., 1991). A comparison
of the f1 to f0 ratio with the antidromic activation latency of
neurons revealed a striking segregation of neurons into three
groups: complex cells with fast-conducting axons (Figure 1B,
black diamonds, n = 17); simple cells with medium-conducting
axons (Figure 1B, red circles, n = 10); and complex cells with
slow-conducting axons (Figure 1B, blue triangles, n = 13). Differ-
ences in the antidromic activation latencies of these three groups
of cells were highly significant (Figure 1C; fast complex cells =
4.8 ± 0.3 ms, simple cells = 9.7 ± 0.7 ms, slow complex cells =
23.9 ± 2.1 ms; mean ± SEM; p = 4x108, Kruskal-Wallis test).136 Neuron 62, 135–146, April 16, 2009 ª2009 Elsevier Inc.Figure 1. Antidromic Response Latency and Classification of
Corticogeniculate Neurons
(A) Distribution of antidromic response latencies for 78 corticogeniculate
neurons. Ten of seventy-eight corticogeniculate neurons also received direct
suprathreshold geniculocortical input (indicated by gray bars). Dashed line
indicates the mean antidromic latency (10.3 ± 0.95 ms).
(B) f1 to f0 ratio versus antidromic latency for 40 corticogeniculate neurons: 17
fast complex cells (FC, black diamonds), 10 simple cells (S, red circles), and 13
slow complex cells (SC, blue triangles). Four corticogeniculate neurons (all FC
cells) that also received direct geniculocortical input are indicated by unfilled
black diamonds. f1 to f0 values for complex corticogeniculate neurons (FC
and SC cells) are significantly lower than those for simple corticogeniculate
neurons (S cells; p = 5x106, Kruskal-Wallis test).
(C) Average antidromic latencies of the fast complex (FC), simple (S), and slow
complex (SC) cells. Error bars = SEM. Asterisk indicates that all three classes
of corticogeniculate neurons are significantly different from each other in terms
of antidromic latency (p = 4x108, Kruskal-Wallis test).
(D) Visual response latency versus antidromic latency for 17 fast complex cells
(FC, black diamonds; corticogeniculate neurons with feedforward input indi-
cated by unfilled diamonds) and 13 slow complex cells (SC, blue triangles).
Dashed black line illustrates the linear regression fit to the data (R2 = 0.53,
p = 1x106).
(E) Average visual response latencies of fast complex (FC) and slow complex
(SC) cells. Error bars = SEM. Asterisk indicates that the fast complex and slow
complex visual response latencies are significantly different (p = 4x106,
Mann-Whitney U-test).The subset of corticogeniculate neurons that received supra-
threshold, feedforward input from the LGN included only fast
complex cells. These cells did not differ from the remaining
fast complex cells in their visual physiology and are indicated
in Figures 1, 2, 3, and 4 as unfilled black diamonds.
In the feedforward projections from retina to LGN and LGN to
V1, neurons with fast-conducting axons generally have shorter
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Corticogeniculate Feedback in the MonkeyFigure 2. Contrast Response Functions and Temporal Frequency
Tuning Curves
(A) Contrast response functions for three corticogeniculate neurons: a fast
complex cell (FC, black diamonds), a simple cell (S, red circles), and a slow
complex cell (SC, blue triangles). Data were normalized to peaks and fitted
with hyperbolic ratio functions. Error bars = SEM.
(B) Average, normalized contrast response functions for all fast complex cells
(17), simple cells (10), and slow complex cells (13; conventions as in [A]).
(C) C50 versus antidromic latency for all fast complex, simple, and slow
complex cells. Corticogeniculate neurons (all FC cells) that also received feed-
forward geniculocortical input are indicated by unfilled diamonds.
(D) Average C50 responses for fast complex (FC), simple (S), and slow complex
(SC) cells. Error bars = SEM. Asterisk indicates that C50 values for simple cellsvisual response latencies than neurons with slower-conducting
axons (Maunsell et al., 1999; also see Stone, 1983). We therefore
examined the visual response latencies of the complex cells in
our sample, i.e., those with the fastest- and slowest-conducting
axons (see Figure S1B). Simple cells were not included in this
analysis, because response latency for this group of cells
depends on the starting phase of the stimulus, which differed
across cells. Consistent with results from feedforward-projec-
ting neurons, complex cells with fast antidromic latencies dis-
played significantly shorter visual response latencies than
complex cells with slow antidromic latencies (Figures 1D and
1E; visual response latency: fast complex cells = 46.1 ± 1.7 ms,
slow complex cells = 68.6 ± 2.5 ms; mean ± SEM; p = 4x106,
Mann-Whitney U-test).
Tuning Properties of Corticogeniculate Neurons
Having identified threegroupsofcorticogeniculateneuronson the
basis of antidromic latency and the f1 to f0 ratio,wenextwished to
know whether neurons in these groups also differed from each
other with respect to other aspects of their visual physiology,
i.e., contrast sensitivity, temporal frequency tuning, size (area
summation) tuning, orientation tuning, and direction selectivity.
Past studies have shown that contrast response functions and
temporal frequency tuning curves are useful measures for distin-
guishing different classes of retinal ganglion cells and LGN
neurons. In particular, magnocellular LGN neurons respond
better than parvocellular neurons to low-contrast stimuli and
stimuli moving at high temporal frequencies (Kaplan and
Shapley, 1986; Kaplan and Benardete, 2001; but see Hawken
et al., 1996). Among our sample of corticogeniculate neurons,
we also found significant differences between the complex cells
and simple cells in these measures (Figures 2A, 2B, 2E, and 2F).
Compared to simple cells, both groups of complex cells (fast and
slow) displayed a leftward shift in their contrast response func-
tions and a rightward shift in their temporal frequency tuning
curves. Accordingly, the contrast required to evoke a half-
maximum response (C50) was significantly less for complex
cells than simple cells (Figures 2C and 2D; fast complex cells =
13.7% ± 1.8% contrast; slow complex cells = 18.4% ± 2.1%
contrast; simple cells = 37.5% ± 4.5% contrast; mean ± SEM;
p = 6x106, Kruskal-Wallis test). Likewise, the highest temporalare significantly greater than those of fast complex and slow complex cells
(p = 6x106, Kruskal-Wallis test).
(E) Temporal frequency tuning curves for three corticogeniculate neurons:
a fast complex, a simple, and a slow complex cell (conventions as in [A]).
Data were normalized to peaks and fitted with smoothing spline functions.
Error bars = SEM.
(F) Average, normalized, spline-smoothed temporal frequency tuning curves
for 16 fast complex, 9 simple, and 11 slow complex cells (conventions as in [E]).
(G) Comparison of the TF high50 versus antidromic latency for fast complex,
simple, and slow complex cells (conventions as in [C]).
(H) Average TF high50 levels for fast complex (FC), simple (S), and slow
complex (SC) cells. Error bars = SEM. Asterisk indicates that TF high50 values
for simple cells are significantly lower than those for fast complex and slow
complex cells (p = 0.0012, Kruskal-Wallis test).
(I) C50 versus TF high50 for fast complex, simple, and slow complex cells
(conventions as in [C] and [G]). Dashed line illustrates the linear regression fit
to the data (R2 = 0.16, p = 0.017).Neuron 62, 135–146, April 16, 2009 ª2009 Elsevier Inc. 137
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significantly greater for complex cells than simple cells (Figures
2G and 2H; fast complex cells = 25.2 ± 2.6 Hz; slow complex
cells = 21.8 ± 3.3 Hz; simple cells = 9.6 ± 1.6 Hz; mean ± SEM;
p = 0.0012, Kruskal-Wallis test). These results indicate a greater
sensitivity among complex cells to stimuli presented at low
contrasts and high temporal frequencies. Finally, there was an
overall inverse relationship between C50 and TF high50 across
the sample of corticogeniculate neurons (Figure 2I, dashed
line), consistent with the notion that neurons responsive to low-
contrast stimuli are also more responsive to fast-moving stimuli.
Inaddition to thedifferences in theircontrast response functions
and temporal frequency tuning curves, simple and complex corti-
cogeniculate neurons also differed fromeach other in the strength
of their surround suppression. Figures 3A and 3B show individual
and average area summation tuning curves, respectively, for the
three groups of corticogeniculate neurons (fast complex, simple,
and slow complex). These tuning curves were generated from
responses to circular spots of drifting, achromatic sine-wave
stimuli (presented at 70% contrast, preferred orientation/direc-
tion, and preferred spatial frequency) that varied in aperture size
(diameter). For all three groups of neurons, response rate initially
increased as stimulus size increased. Response rate then peaked
at a preferred size followed by suppression at larger sizes. Using
an area suppression index (SI) to quantify the strength of suppres-
sion (seeExperimentalProcedures),we foundsignificantly greater
suppression among the two groups of complex cells combined
than among the simple cells, i.e., cellswith lower f1 to f0 ratios dis-
played greater area suppression (Figures 3C [dashed line] and 3D;
area SI: complex cells = 0.47 ± 0.04, simple cells = 0.28 ± 0.05;
mean ± SEM; p = 0.026, Mann-Whitney U-test). It is worth noting
that these SI values for the complex and simple corticogeniculate
neuronsare similar to those reported formagnocellular andparvo-
cellular LGN neurons, respectively (Alitto and Usrey, 2008),
providing further support for a relationship between the feedfor-
ward and feedback pathways linking the LGN and V1.
Orientation tuning and direction selectivity were useful
measures for distinguishing the two groups of complex cortico-
geniculate neurons—fast and slow (Figure 4A). As shown in
Figures 4B and 4C, there was a positive relationship between
the antidromic activation latency and orientation tuning band-
width of corticogeniculate neurons, whereby fast complex cells
displayed significantly sharper orientation tuning than slow
complex cells (peak half-width at half-height: fast complex cells =
32.6 ± 3.4; simple cells = 38.3 ± 5.5; slow complex cells =
65.2 ± 6.3; mean ± SEM; p = 0.0004, Kruskal-Wallis test). Fast
complex cells were also more selective than slow complex cells
to the direction of stimulus motion (Figures 4D and 4E; direction
selectivity index: fast complex cells = 0.36 ± 0.07, simple cells =
0.36 ± 0.06, slow complex cells = 0.18 ± 0.07; mean ± SEM; p =
0.05, Kruskal-Wallis test). Thus, the two groups of complex cells
that were initially distinguished by their antidromic activation
latencies and visual response latencies are further distinguished
by their selectivity to stimulus orientation and direction ofmotion.
Additional examples of contrast response functions, temporal
frequency, area summation, and orientation tuning curves from
individual neurons representing the three groups of corticogeni-
culate neurons are provided in Figure S2.138 Neuron 62, 135–146, April 16, 2009 ª2009 Elsevier Inc.Figure 3. Extraclassical Suppression
(A) Individual area summation tuning curves for three corticogeniculate
neurons: a fast complex cell (FC, black diamonds), a simple cell (S, red circles),
and a slow complex cell (SC, blue triangles). Data were normalized to peaks
and fitted with difference-of-Gaussian functions. Error bars = SEM.
(B) Average, normalized area summation tuning curves for 14 fast complex
cells, 9 simple cells, and 12 slow complex cells fitted with difference-of-
Gaussian functions (conventions as in [A]).
(C) Area suppression index values versus f1 to f0 ratios for fast complex,
simple, and slow complex cells (conventions as in [A]; corticogeniculate
neurons receiving feedforward geniculocortical input indicated by unfilled dia-
monds). Dashed line illustrates the linear regression fit to the data (R2 = 0.11,
p = 0.05).
(D) Average area suppression index values for fast complex (FC), simple (S),
and slow complex (SC) cells. Error bars = SEM. Asterisk indicates that simple
cells (S) display less extraclassical suppression than complex cells (FC and SC
combined; p = 0.026, Mann-Whitney U-test).Firing Rates and Cone Contributions
Simple and complex corticogeniculate neurons also differed from
each other in terms of their maximum firing rates. Although spon-
taneous activity levelswere similar for the three groups of cortico-
geniculate cells (Figure 5A, right; fast complex cells = 19.5 ± 3.6
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18.9 ± 4.8 spikes/s; mean ± SEM), maximum evoked responses
were significantly greater among the complex cells than the
simple cells (Figure 5A, left; fast complex cells = 111.2 ± 10.7
spikes/s; simple cells = 59.1 ± 5.8 spikes/s; slow complex cells =
101.5 ± 28.2 spikes/s; mean ± SEM; p = 0.0038, Kruskal-Wallis
test). Since magnocellular LGN neurons typically display higher
response rates thanparvocellular neurons, this result is consistent
with the view that there is a relationship between the response
properties of neurons in the feedforward and feedback pathways.
Figure 4. Orientation Tuning and Direction Selectivity
(A) Individual orientation tuning curves for three corticogeniculate neurons:
a fast complex (FC, black diamonds), a simple (S, red circles), and a slow
complex (SC, blue triangles) cell. Data were normalized and plotted in polar
coordinates such that the radial axis ranges from 0 to 1.0 normalized spike
rate. Lightened lines = SEM.
(B) Orientation tuning bandwidth (peak half-width at half-maximum response)
versus antidromic latency for 17 fast complex, 10 simple, and 13 slow complex
cells. Corticogeniculate neurons (four FC cells) that also received feedforward
geniculocortical input are indicated by unfilled diamonds. Dashed line illus-
trates the linear regression fit to the data (R2 = 0.36, p = 4x105).
(C) Average orientation tuning bandwidth values (half-width at half-maximum
response) for fast complex (FC), simple (S), and slow complex (SC) cells. Error
bars = SEM. Asterisk indicates that slow complex cells have significantly larger
bandwidth values than fast complex and simple cells (p = 0.0004, Kruskal-
Wallis test).
(D) Direction selectivity index versus antidromic latency for the fast complex,
simple, and slow complex cells (conventions as in [B]).
(E) Average direction selectivity index values for fast complex, simple, and
slow complex cells. Error bars = SEM. Asterisk indicates that slow complex
cells have significantly lower direction selectivity index values than fast
complex and simple cells (p = 0.05, Kruskal-Wallis test).To determine the relative contribution of the three cone
types—long (L), medium (M), and short (S) wavelength-sensi-
tive—to the responses of corticogeniculate neurons, we
measured neuronal responses to cone-isolating drifting gratings.
Relative cone contributions were calculated by normalizing
neuronal responses to cone-isolating gratings by their
responses to contrast-matched, luminance-modulated gratings
(see Experimental Procedures). While all three groups of cortico-
geniculate neurons received strong L- and M-cone input, the
slow complex cells received greater S-cone input than either
the simple cells or fast complex cells (fast complex cells =
0.6 ± 0.2; simple cells = 0.2 ± 0.2; slow complex cells = 1.0 ±
0.2; mean ± SEM; Figure 5B). Differences in S-cone input were
significant for slow complex cells and simple cells (p = 0.0075,
Kruskal-Wallis test) and near significant for slow and fast
complex cells (p = 0.12). These results provide evidence for
a relationship between slow complex cells and the S-cone-
dominated koniocellular stream.
Cluster Analysis
All of the comparisons made between the response properties of
corticogeniculate neurons described thus far have focused on
Figure 5. Firing Rates and Cone Contributions
(A) Average maximum and spontaneous firing rates for 17 fast complex cells
(FC, black), 10 simple cells (S, red), and 13 slow complex cells (SC, blue). Error
bars = SEM. Asterisk indicates that simple cells have significantly lower
maximum firing rates than fast and slow complex cells (p = 0.0038, Kruskal-
Wallis test).
(B) Average L-cone (light red), M-cone (light green), and S-cone (light blue)
contributions to the responses of 8 fast complex cells (FC), 8 simple cells
(S), and 10 slow complex cells (SC). Error bars = SEM. Left asterisk indicates
that S-cones contribute significantly less to simple cell responses than L- and
M-cones (p = 0.027, Kruskal-Wallis test). Right asterisk indicates that slow
complex cells receive significantly more S-cone input than simple cells (p =
0.0075, Kruskal-Wallis test).Neuron 62, 135–146, April 16, 2009 ª2009 Elsevier Inc. 139
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latency and f1 to f0 ratio (i.e., fast complex, simple, and slow
complex cells). We therefore wished to perform an independent
analysis on the data wherein all of the measured responses were
weighted equally without any constraints placed on the number
of groups or their arrangement within the sample. Figure 6 shows
results from a cluster analysis (Matlab, Mathworks Inc.) using six
independent and equally weighted parameters: antidromic
latency, f1 to f0 ratio, C50, TF high50, area SI, and direction selec-
tivity index. Only cells held long enough to measure all of these
valuescontributed to this analysis (n=34cells).With theexception
of a few outliers, this analysis distinguished three major groups of
corticogeniculate neurons that match the three groups defined
initially on the basis of antidromic latency and the f1 to f0 ratio.
DISCUSSION
Corticogeniculate neurons are in a strategic position to govern
the flow of visual information to, from, and within V1. Not only
do they provide feedback input to the LGN, they also provide
local input to the layers of the cortex targeted by LGN axons
(Gilbert and Kelly, 1975; Lund et al., 1975; Hendrickson et al.,
1978; Fitzpatrick et al., 1994; Wiser and Callaway, 1996; Briggs
and Callaway, 2001). Indeed, corticogeniculate neurons are the
single greatest source of synaptic input to the LGN and cortical
layer 4 (Guillery, 1969; Ahmed et al., 1994, Erisir et al., 1997a,
1997b). Despite the anatomical robustness of their projections,
we know little about the functional contributions of corticogeni-
culate neurons to sensory processing. Moreover, current
hypotheses for corticothalamic function have not focused on
whether feedback is organized in a stream-specific manner,
analogous to the parallel processing channels present in feedfor-
ward projections. This study provides a detailed account of the
visual response properties of identified corticogeniculate
neurons in the primate. Using electrical stimulation to identify
corticogeniculate neurons in the behaving macaque monkey,
we identify three classes of corticogeniculate neurons whose
characteristics closely match those of neurons in the magnocel-
lular, parvocellular, and koniocellular layers of the LGN. In the
Figure 6. Cluster Analysis
Dendrogram for a cluster analysis illustrating linkage distances across 34 cor-
ticogeniculate neurons based on six response parameters (antidromic latency,
f1 to f0 ratio, C50, TF high50, area suppression, and direction selectivity). Fast
complex cells (FC) are indicated by black lines andmostly cluster to the left (n =
14), simple cells (S) are indicated by red lines and cluster to the right (n = 9), and
slow complex cells (SC) are indicated by blue lines and cluster toward the
middle (n = 11).140 Neuron 62, 135–146, April 16, 2009 ª2009 Elsevier Inc.sections below,we discuss the relationship between the feedfor-
ward and feedback pathways that interconnect the thalamus
and visual cortex and consider the broader functional implica-
tions of stream-specific feedback.
Feedforward and Feedback Pathways
in the Primate Visual System
Amajor hallmark of sensory processing is the separation of feed-
forward signals into parallel processing streams. Parallel
processing serves to increase the operating range and computa-
tional abilities of a system and to decrease processing time by
allowing different components of a stimulus to be analyzed
simultaneously. In primates, visual signals leaving the eye are
segregated into magnocellular, parvocellular, and koniocellular
processing streams that remain segregated through the LGN
and into V1 (reviewed in Livingstone and Hubel, 1988; Schiller
and Logothetis, 1990; Shapley, 1992; Merigan and Maunsell,
1993; Casagrande and Kaas, 1994; Dacey, 2000; Hendry and
Reid, 2000; Callaway 2005; Field and Chichilnisky, 2007). In
addition to their anatomical segregation, magnocellular, parvo-
cellular, and koniocellular stream neurons display distinct phys-
iological properties. By demonstrating physiological segregation
of corticogeniculate neurons into magnocellular, parvocellular,
and koniocellular-like classes, this study provides strong
support for the idea that feedforward and feedback pathways
interconnecting the LGN and V1 are organized into similar
parallel processing streams.
The response properties of corticogeniculate neurons with fast
antidromic activation latencies (<7 ms) and complex cell physi-
ology were extremely similar to those of magnocellular LGN
neurons. Both groups of neurons have high-contrast gain, follow
stimuli at high temporal frequencies, show greater surround
suppression, and respond to visual stimuli with shorter latencies
and higher firing rates (Schiller and Malpeli, 1978, Kaplan and
Shapley, 1982, 1986; Benardete et al., 1992; Maunsell et al.,
1999; Usrey and Reid, 2000; White et al., 2001; Solomon et al.,
2002; Alitto and Usrey, 2008). Furthermore, fast complex cortico-
geniculate neurons displayed sharper orientation tuning and
greater direction selectivity reminiscent of neurons in layer 4Ca
that receive magnocellular input from the LGN (Stone, 1983;
Hawkenetal., 1988;MeriganandMaunsell, 1993;Guretal., 2005).
In contrast, corticogeniculate neurons with simple cell
response profiles and medium latency axons (7–15 ms) shared
many characteristics in common with the parvocellular pathway.
Parvocellular stream neurons display less contrast gain, prefer
stimuli with lower temporal frequencies, and show less surround
suppression than magnocellular neurons do. Parvocellular
stream neurons also have somewhat slower axon conduction
latencies and visual response latencies (Schiller and Malpeli,
1978; Bullier and Henry, 1980; Maunsell et al., 1999). Finally, par-
vocellular stream neurons receive input almost exclusively from
the L- and M-cones in the retina and very little, if any, input from
the S-cones (reviewed in De Valois, 2003). Again, we found these
exact same traits amongour sampleof corticogeniculateneurons
with simple cell response profiles and medium latency axons.
Complex cells with slow-conducting axons form the third
group of corticogeniculate neurons identified in this study, and
these neurons share many features in common with neurons in
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known about koniocellular stream neurons compared to those
in the magnocellular and parvocellular streams. Still, evidence
from bush babies indicates that axon conduction latencies and
visual response latencies are slower among koniocellular LGN
neurons than magnocellular or parvocellular neurons (Irvin
et al., 1986). As a group, koniocellular neurons in the marmoset
and bush baby also have contrast response functions and
temporal frequency tuning curves that appear intermediate to
those of magnocellular and parvocellular neurons, with a bias
toward those of magnocellular neurons (Norton et al., 1988;
White et al., 1998, 2001; Solomon et al., 1999; Hendry and
Reid, 2000; Kaplan, 2004). Perhaps the most notable trait of
the koniocellular stream is the prominence of inputs from retinal
S-cones (reviewed in Hendry and Reid, 2000; Solomon and
Lennie, 2007). Again, all of these traits were found for complex
corticogeniculate neurons with slow-conducting axons. Finally,
while this group of corticogeniculate neurons shares some
features in common with the group of fast-conducting, complex
corticogeniculate neurons (e.g., complex receptive fields, high
firing rates), they differ significantly in their orientation tuning
and direction selectivity. Taken together, it is rather remarkable
how closely the physiology of the three classes of corticogenicu-
late neurons aligns with the feedforward magnocellular, parvo-
cellular, and koniocellular streams.
The three classes of corticogeniculate neurons distinguished
in the current study on the basis of their physiology likely provide
anatomically segregated, stream-specific input to the LGN. Past
studies using injections of retrograde tracers in the LGN have
shown that corticogeniculate neurons in the upper and lower
tiers of layer 6 project to distinct layers in the LGN (Lund et al.,
1975; Hendrickson et al., 1978; Conley and Raczkowski, 1990;
Fitzpatrick et al., 1994; Ichida and Casagrande, 2002; see also
Usrey and Fitzpatrick, 1996). In particular, corticogeniculate
neurons in the upper tier of layer 6 project to the parvocellular
layers of the LGN, while neurons in the lower tier project primarily
to the magnocellular layers. Evidence indicates that a small
percentage of neurons in the lower tier may also project to the
koniocellular layers. With these projection patterns in mind, it is
interesting to consider the relative depth of the corticogeniculate
neurons that contributed to the current study. Although
recording sites could not be reconstructed from lesions in our
behaving animals, we often encountered two corticogeniculate
neurons in a single electrode penetration and measured their
relative positions along the recording track (n = 28 pairs). Among
these pairs, we found that simple corticogeniculate neurons
were always located above complex corticogeniculate neurons
(n = 5 pairs). In addition, the distances separating simple-
complex pairs were more than four times greater than those
separating simple-simple pairs (n = 5) or complex-complex pairs
(n = 18; p = 0.03, Kruskal-Wallis test). Thus, the simple cortico-
geniculate neurons were most likely located in the upper tier of
layer 6 where neurons target the parvocellular layers of the
LGN, and the complex corticogeniculate neurons were located
in the lower tier of layer 6where neurons target themagnocellular
and possibly the koniocellular layers in the LGN.
Interestingly, corticogeniculate neurons retain strong ties to
the magnocellular, parvocellular, and koniocellular processingstreams, in spite of the fact that V1 contains a myriad of local
circuits, many of which mix information from the three input
channels (see Merigan and Maunsell, 1993; Callaway, 2004;
Sincich and Horton, 2005). Photostimulation experiments
measuring local cortical inputs onto layer 6 neurons, including
putative corticogeniculate neurons, reveal patterns of stream
specificity in some cells and stream mixing in others (Briggs
and Callaway, 2001). Because corticogeniculate neurons consti-
tute a small proportion of the neurons in layer 6, it seems likely
that they are restricted to the population with stream-specific
inputs. Additionally, all corticogeniculate neurons in primate V1
have dendrites that allow them to sample geniculocortical input
directly. Indeed, we have recently shown that corticogeniculate
neurons with fast-conducting axons and complex physiology
receive direct, suprathreshold input from the LGN (Briggs and
Usrey, 2007 and Figure 1). Therefore, the magnocellular-like
physiological properties displayed by this class of corticogenicu-
late neurons could be influenced, in part, by direct input from
magnocellular LGN neurons. Taken together, both the anatom-
ical and physiological data strongly indicate that corticogenicu-
late neurons are organized in a stream-specificmanner such that
feedback can exert selective effects on neurons in the magno-
cellular, parvocellular, and koniocellular layers.
Comparisons with Other Species and Modalities
In the macaque visual system, we see a clear precedent for
parallel streams of corticothalamic feedback. This organization
begs the question of whether parallel streams of feedback are
universal across species and sensory modalities. Despite the
many differences that exist between species and modalities,
existing evidence indicates that parallel streams of feedback
may not be unique to the primate or the visual system. For
instance, past studies of corticogeniculate neurons in cats,
ferrets, and rabbits describe multiple cell types based on axonal
conduction latency (Harvey, 1978; Tsumoto and Suda, 1980;
Swadlow and Weyand, 1987; Briggs and Usrey, 2005). More-
over, some studies distinguish fast and medium latency neurons
as having complex and simple receptive fields, respectively
(Harvey, 1978; Tsumoto and Suda, 1980; Grieve and Sillito,
1995; Briggs and Usrey, 2005). Thus, the distinction that fast-
conducting cells are complex and medium-conducting cells
are simple holds for carnivores and primates. Although other
aspects of corticogeniculate physiology have yet to be exten-
sively examined in nonprimates, it is tempting to speculate that
they also differ along the lines that characterize their respective
feedforward pathways (e.g., the Y-, X-, and W-streams).
The distribution of axonal conduction latencies for our sample
of corticogeniculate neurons was unimodal with an early peak at
short latencies and a tail that extended out toward longer laten-
cies. In contrast, latency distributions for cats, ferrets, and
rabbits have multiple peaks and troughs that separate the
different cell classes (Harvey, 1978; Tsumoto and Suda, 1980;
Swadlow and Weyand, 1987; Briggs and Usrey, 2005). Given
the smooth shape of the latency distribution in the macaque, it
is important to note that the three classes of corticogeniculate
neurons were distinguished by strict cutoffs in axonal conduc-
tion latency (fast complex cells: <7 ms; simple cells: 7–15 ms;
slow complex cells: >15 ms).Neuron 62, 135–146, April 16, 2009 ª2009 Elsevier Inc. 141
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in the somatosensory and auditory systems. Evidence from the
whisker/barrel system of rodents and the auditory system of
bats indicates that feedback projections in these systems may
also be organized into distinct channels (Ghazanfar et al., 2001;
Bokor et al., 2008; Suga, 2008). Thus, it appears that evolution
has established a precedent for multiple channels of corticotha-
lamic feedback. Future work is still needed in these other
systems, however, todeterminewhetherandhow thesechannels
of feedback correspond to the feedforward flow of information.
Functional Implications
Several roles have been proposed for corticothalamic feedback
in sensory processing, and these roles generally fall into two
main categories (reviewed in Alitto and Usrey, 2003; Briggs
and Usrey, 2008). The first category describes feedback as
selectively sharpening and/or shifting the receptive fields and
tuning functions of thalamic neurons; the other asserts that feed-
back enhances the transmission of sensory information from
receptors to cortex. With respect to the first category, the term
‘‘egocentric selection’’ has emerged, which refers to an effect
whereby feedback enhances the responses of thalamic neurons
with tuning preferences that match those of active corticothala-
mic neurons, and suppresses the activity of thalamic neurons
with mismatched tuning (Zhang and Suga, 2000). Evidence in
support for egocentric selection comes from studies examining
feedback in the auditory system (Suga and Ma, 2003; Wu and
Yan, 2007; Zhang and Yan, 2008) and the somatosensory
system (Krupa et al., 1999; Ghazanfar et al., 2001; Temereanca
and Simons, 2004; Li and Ebner, 2007). In the visual system, cor-
ticothalamic feedback and egocentric selection may serve to
sharpen the border of the classical receptive field (Murphy and
Sillito, 1987; Jones et al., 2000; Rivadulla et al., 2002; Webb
et al., 2002; Nolt et al., 2007; but see Bonin et al., 2005; Alitto
and Usrey, 2008) and enhance the activity of ensembles of
neurons with receptive fields that fall along the orientation axis
of their cortical inputs (Wang et al., 2006; Andolina et al., 2007).
The second category of proposed functions for corticothala-
mic feedback includes several mechanisms for enhancing
sensory transmission from the thalamus to the cortex. These
include: increasing the gain and reliability of thalamic responses
to sensory stimulation (Gulyas et al., 1990; Funke et al., 1996;
Cudeiro et al., 2000; Przybyszewski et al., 2000; Wolfart et al.,
2005; Andolina et al., 2007), coordinating membrane states
and/or correlated firing patterns between cortical and thalamic
network ensembles (Destexhe et al., 1999; Bal et al., 2000; Blu-
menfeld andMcCormick, 2000; Destexhe, 2000; Rigas and Cas-
tro-Alamancos, 2007), andmediating the effects of attention and
behavior on thalamic activity (Steriade, 2001, 2005; Vanduffel
et al., 2000; O’Connor et al., 2002; Monconduit et al., 2006;
Wang et al., 2007; McAlonan et al., 2008).
Despite the considerable effort that has been put into eluci-
dating the function or functions of corticothalamic feedback,
few studies have examined the issue of whether feedback can
influence thalamic activity in a stream-specific manner. Of these,
one study reports that feedback selectively increases the
responses of parvocellular LGN neurons to stimuli modulated in
color in the equiluminant plane (Przybyszewski et al., 2000), and142 Neuron 62, 135–146, April 16, 2009 ª2009 Elsevier Inc.another describesa selective influence of feedbackonmagnocel-
lular neurons during spatial attention (Vanduffel et al., 2000; but
see McAlonan et al., 2008). Given the evidence for parallel chan-
nels of corticothalamic feedback, it is important to reexamine cor-
ticothalamic function in a stream-specific context. For instance, it
will be important todeterminewhetheregocentric selectiondiffers
between magnocellular, parvocellular, and koniocellular neurons
in the LGN and whether correlations in network oscillations and
the effects of attention are specific to each processing stream.
Conclusion
In conclusion, we have identified three distinct classes of corti-
cogeniculate neurons in the macaque monkey with physiology
characteristic of the magnocellular, parvocellular, and koniocel-
lular streams. These results suggest that feedback projections
from the cortex to the LGN are stream specific. Furthermore,
these findings support the view that corticothalamic neurons
preferentially modulated by a particular type of stimulus or
behavior can selectively influence information transmission
from the thalamus to the cortex in a stream-specific manner.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Two adult male macaque monkeys (Macacca mulatta) were used in this study.
All procedures conformed to NIH guidelines and were approved by the Institu-
tional Animal Care and Use Committee at the University of California, Davis.
Surgical procedures have been described previously (Briggs and Usrey,
2007). Briefly, under full surgical anesthesia, animals were equipped with
a scleral eye coil and a cranial implant containing a head restraint post and
two recording cylinders located over the LGN and V1. Recordings were
made from 78 identified corticogeniculate neurons. These neurons had
receptive fields at 4 eccentricity. Data from a subset of these cells (19%)
contributed to a recent study examining the strength of feedforward input
onto corticogeniculate neurons (Briggs and Usrey, 2007).
Neuronal Recordings, Electrical Stimulation, and Visual Stimulation
Single platinum/iridium stimulating electrodes (FHC, Bowdoin, ME) were semi-
chronically implanted within parafovial regions of the LGN (4). The exposed
tip of the electrode was <1 mm and was positioned to excite neurons in both
the parvocellular and magnocellular layers. Placement of the stimulating elec-
trode was guided and verified by recording visual responses from the LGN.
Stimulating electrodes were connected to an AM systems isolated pulse stim-
ulator (Carlsborg, WA) that delivered a brief, biphasic shock (0.2 ms,100mV)
in one of two modes: a noncollision mode where shocks were delivered at
regular intervals (every 5 s), or a collision mode where shocks were triggered
to occur within 1 ms of a spontaneous spike from the cortical neuron.
Single-unit responses from V1 neurons were made using platinum-in-glass
electrodes (Alpha Omega, Israel) and were recorded by a PC equipped with
a Power 1401 acquisition system and Spike2 software package (Cambridge
Electronic Design, Cambridge, UK).
Corticogeniculate neurons were identified by antidromic activation following
LGN stimulation and by a collision test (Briggs and Usrey, 2005, 2007). In
a collision test, a spontaneous spike from the recorded cortical neuron triggers
the electrical shock. If the cortical neuron is a corticogeniculate neuron that
provides feedback to the LGN, then the spontaneous spike traveling toward
the LGN will collide with the electrically evoked antidromic spike and the anti-
dromic spike will not reach the cortex, as in Figure S1A. On the other hand, if
the cortical neuron receives feedforward input from the LGN, then the sponta-
neous spike will not affect the propagation of the orthodromic spike and the
neuron will produce a spike at the fixed latency. We recorded from a total of
237 V1 neurons that were potentially activated by electrical stimulation in the
LGN, of which 78 were confirmed to be corticogeniculate neurons based on
offline analyses. Because we used electrical stimulation during our pursuit of
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ing corticogeniculate neurons. Thus, our encounter rate does not reflect the
actual proportion of corticogeniculate neurons in layer 6 of V1 (33% versus
<14%, Fitzpatrick et al., 1994). Some neurons (10/78) were both antidromically
and orthodromically activated by LGN stimulation. In these cases, two spikes
(one orthodromic and one antidromic) occurred at fixed latencies during non-
collision trials and only one spike (orthodromic) occurred during collision trials.
A number of measures were taken to ensure that corticogeniculate neurons
were activated selectively with our stimulation technique. First, stimulating
electrodes were implanted in parafoveal regions of the LGN such that the
exposed tip (<1 mm) was within the upper and lower margins of the LGN.
Second, we used minimal stimulation techniques to ensure that only regions
of the LGN local to the electrode tip were activated. Consequently, cortical
neurons were only antidromically activated when their receptive fields were
within <2 of those at the position of the stimulating electrode. Because elec-
trical stimulation failed to activate corticogeniculate axons at nearby eccen-
tricities in the LGN, it is unlikely that the same stimulation could activate axons
outside the LGN. It is also important to note that axons of layer 5 neurons tar-
geting the superior colliculus and pulvinar nucleus travel substantially farther
from the LGN in the macaque monkey than in carnivores and rodents (Jones,
2007). Finally, antidromically activated complex cells were never located
above simple cells. Because the vastmajority of neurons in layer 5 are complex
cells (Ringach et al., 2002), wewould expect to encounter complex cells above
simple cells if we had inadvertently stimulated the axons of layer 5 neurons.
Visual stimuli were generated using a VSG2/5 system (Cambridge Research
Systems, Rochester, UK) and presented 700 mm in front of the animal on
a gamma-calibrated Sony monitor (Tokyo, Japan) with a refresh rate of 140 Hz
and a mean luminance of 38 cd/m2. The monitor was the sole source of illumi-
nation in the room. All stimuli were presented while animals maintained fixation
for a liquid reward. All responses were characterized under binocular viewing
conditions. Stimulus presentation began 200 ms following fixation onset. If
animals’ eye position deviated by >0.35, trials were aborted. Drifting sinu-
soidal gratings, centered over the receptive fields of recorded neurons, were
used to characterize the visual response properties of recorded neurons.
Grating stimuli were shown for 1.4 s, followed by 1.4 s of mean gray. Following
the period of mean gray, the fixation point reappeared and a new grating was
shown. Each stimulus sequence (described below) was generally repeated
three times.Wheneach stimulusparameter (i.e., contrast, orientation, temporal
frequency, spatial frequency, and size) was tested, all other parameters were
fixed at the optimal setting for the recorded neuron, with the exception of
grating contrast, which was fixed at 70%; temporal frequency, which was set
at 4 Hz; and stimulus size, which was approximately four times the size of the
receptive field. To generate contrast response functions, gratings of preferred
orientation, spatial frequency, and temporal frequency were shown over
a range of contrasts (0.1%–99.9%) in 16 steps. Orientation tuning and direction
selectivity was assessed over the full range of orientations in 24 steps.
Temporal frequency tuning was assessed over the range of 2 to 32 Hz in 12
steps (four neurons were tested out to 64 Hz). Area summation was assessed
with drifting gratings that varied in aperture size from 0.2 to 10 in 12 steps.
Cone-isolating sinusoidal gratings of varying spatial frequency (0.1 to
3 cycles/) were shown at the preferred orientation, direction, and temporal
frequency to determine the relative contribution each cone class made to
neuronal responses. Cone-isolating gratings were displayed at fixed
contrasts: L-cone gratings were 19% contrast, M-cone gratings were 21%
contrast, and S-cone gratings were 87% contrast. None of the corticogenicu-
late neurons in our sample displayed larger responses to cone-isolating grat-
ings as compared to the responses to luminance-modulated gratings. There-
fore, luminance-modulated gratings were used to test orientation, direction,
contrast, spatial and temporal frequency, and area summation.
Data Analysis and Statistics
Using drifting sinusoidal gratings of optimal orientation, spatial frequency,
temporal frequency, and 70% contrast, cortical neurons were classified as
simple cells or complex cells on the basis of the ratio of f1 to f0 response
(simple cells: f1/mean > 1.0; complex cells: f1/mean < 1.0; see Skottun
et al., 1991). Subsequent analysis of neuronal responses was performed using
either the cell’s f1 (simple cells) or f0 (complex cells).To determine the C50, contrast response functions were made from
responses to drifting gratings by fitting data to a hyperbolic ratio (Albrecht
and Hamilton, 1982),
RðCÞ=K3 ðCn=ðCn +Cn50ÞÞ+ DC
where C represents the contrast levels presented during the experiment, K
represents the maximum response rate, C50 is the contrast corresponding to
50% of the cell’s maximum response, DC is the firing rate to a blank gray
screen, and n is a variable reflecting the cell’s sensitivity.
To determine the TF high50, temporal frequency tuning curves were made
from spline-smoothed responses to gratings that varied in temporal frequency
(range: 2–32 or 64 Hz).
To determine the strength of surround suppression, responses to gratings
that differed in aperture size were fitted to a difference-of-Gaussians equation
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where S represents aperture size, R0 represents the spontaneous firing rate, Ke
and Ki represent sensitivities to the center and surround, respectively, and
a and b represent excitability space constants. An SI was then used to quantify
the amount of suppression using the equation
SI= 1

Responseðlarge diameter stimulusÞ=Responseðpreferred diameter stimulusÞ

:
To determine orientation tuning and direction selectivity of recorded








where K represents the maximum response rate, x represents the orientations
used, m represents the preferred orientation, s represents the standard devia-
tion, and baseline is the DC offset of the Gaussian distribution. Orientation
tuning was quantified as peak half-width at half-height or 1.17s. Direction




where R1 is equal to the response of a neuron to gratings drifting in the
preferred direction, and R2 is equal to the response of a neuron to gratings
drifting in the opposite direction.
To determine the relative contribution of each cone class to the responses of
recorded neurons, we compared neuronal responses to each of the cone-
isolating stimuli after normalizing responses to each cell’s contrast-matched
response to a luminance-modulated grating (L-cone contrast = 19%, M-cone
contrast = 21%, S-cone contrast = 87%). All comparisons between responses
to cone-isolating and luminance-modulated gratings were made from gratings
shown at the same spatial frequency, which was set to the preferred spatial
frequency based on responses to the luminance-modulated grating.
Visual response latency was determined for each of the complex cells in the
sample based on responses to six repeats of a 70% contrast, drifting grating
shown at the preferred orientation, spatial frequency, temporal frequency, and
size. Visual response latency was defined as the time between stimulus onset
(time zero) and half-maximum response (see Figure S1B).
For all statistical comparisons, a test for distribution normality (Kolmogorov-
Smirnov test) was first performed. For all of the comparisons reported, at least
one sample failed the test for normality; therefore nonparametric tests were
used for all comparisons (Mann-Whitney U-tests for two-sample comparisons
and Kruskal-Wallis tests for multiple-sample comparisons). The cluster anal-
ysis was conducted using algorithms preprogrammed in Matlab (Mathworks
Inc.). For the cluster analysis, standard Euclidian distances were calculated
using the ‘‘pdist’’ function, and the standard shortest-distance metric was
used with the ‘‘linkage’’ function.Neuron 62, 135–146, April 16, 2009 ª2009 Elsevier Inc. 143
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